In honor of Earth Month, Zipcar is providing two offers to students, faculty and staff, to give them access to a more sustainable mode of vehicle transportation.

Each Zipcar member reduces their carbon emissions by 1,600 lbs. per year on average, but joining Zipcar is only one of the ways to make a difference. Visit [zipcar.com/startsimple](http://zipcar.com/startsimple) for more ways to make an impact.

**NEW MEMBER OFFER**
Join for $15 and get $15 in free driving* with code
JOINSPRING2019
zipcar.com/universities

**CURRENT MEMBER OFFER**
Get $15 in free driving* with code ZIPSPRING2019
zipcar.com/gift

*Valid from April 1 - May 31, 2019. "Free driving" credit: expires in 30 days; for daily or hourly rates only; has no cash value.
*New members only.